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Abstract
We give a counterexample to a conjecture of Dahlhaus et al. [3] claiming that the Special
Quadratic Consensus Method yields a polynomial-time recognition for domination graphs, and
discuss several new properties of domination graphs. ? 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper was motivated by a search for a counterexample to a conjectured recog-
nition algorithm for domination graphs presented in [3]. While constructing this coun-
terexample, we found it necessary to construct domination graphs with several other
interesting properties. For example, there are domination graphs with exactly one dom-
inated vertex; this property distinguishes domination graphs from some related classes
and shows that certain types of algorithms will not be successful in ;nding dominated
vertices. We also show that domination graphs contain the (incomparable) classes of
trapezoid graphs and tolerance graphs.
A graph G is a domination graph if every induced subgraph H of G contains
a pair of vertices x, y such that in H the neighborhood of x is contained in the
closed neighborhood of y; i.e. NH (x) is a subset of NH (y) ∪ {y} (in this case, x is
said to be dominated by y in H). In the rest of the paper, we will denote by NH [y]
(or N [y] if no confusion is possible) the closed neighborhood of y in H , i.e.
NH (y) ∪ {y}.
It is easy to see that no chordless cycle of length strictly greater than four has a
dominated vertex. Thus, the class of domination graphs can be compared (with respect
to inclusion) to two classical classes of graphs whose de;nitions follow. A graph G is
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chordal if G contains no chordless cycles of length greater than three. A graph G is
weakly chordal if neither G nor its complement contain any chordless cycles of length
greater than four.
Every chordal graph contains a simplicial vertex, i.e. a vertex x such that N (x)
induces a clique [4]. Obviously, every simplicial vertex is dominated by each of its
neighbors, which implies that domination graphs contain chordal graphs (the chordless
cycle on four vertices, C4, is a domination graph and is not chordal).
As we already noted, neither a chordless cycle of length greater than four nor its
complement contains a dominated vertex, so every domination graph must be weakly
chordal. It is much more challenging to construct a graph which is weakly chordal but
not a domination graph. The graph G0 described below was found by Hayward [10],
and is the key to the constructions of our paper; Hayward shows that this graph is
weakly chordal, but has no dominated vertex.
Here is the description of G0:
• its set of vertices is X ∪ Y , where X = {x0; x1; : : : ; x11} and Y = {y0; y1; : : : ; y11};
• its edges are de;ned as follows (k = 0; 1; 2; 3 and the indices are taken modulo
12):
◦ the only edges induced by X in G0 are x3kx3k+1, x3k+1x3k+2,
◦ the only edges induced by Y in G0 are y3ky3k+1, y3k+1y3k+2,
◦ the only edge of G0 between {y3k ; y3k+1; y3k+2} and {x3k ; x3k+1; x3k+2} is y3kx3k ,
◦ the only edge of G0 between {y3k ; y3k+1; y3k+2} and {x3k+3; x3k+4; x3k+5} is y3kx3k+3,
◦ the only edge of G0 between {y3k ; y3k+1; y3k+2} and {x3k+6; x3k+7; x3k+8} is y3kx3k+7,
◦ the only edge of G0 between {y3k ; y3k+1; y3k+2} and {x3k+9; x3k+10; x3k+11} is y3k+1
x3k+9.
This example of weakly chordal but not domination graph is the smallest we know
today, but in;nitely many larger examples may be built, which are not comparable
with respect to inclusion (see Section 2). An easy corollary of this remark is that
characterizing domination graphs by forbidden subgraphs could be a diJcult task.
This is one of the aspects which can be invoked to explain that the recognition
of domination graphs is not yet solved eJciently (in polynomial time). Dahlhaus
et al. [3] propose a partial solution to this problem. They give a polynomial algo-
rithm (called the Special Quadratic Consensus Method) which tries to reduce a set
of lists to empty lists, and they show that if all lists become empty, the input is a
domination graph.
We describe the algorithm below in terms of graphs rather than in terms of Boolean
consensus as in the original paper.
Algorithm Domination-Test [3]
Input: a graph G = (V; E);
Output: TRUE or FALSE.
1. for every pair of distinct vertices x; y in G, let Lx;y = N (x)− N [y];
2. while (some unprocessed Lx;y is empty) do
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begin
3. let Lu;v be an unprocessed empty list;
4. for all vertices t in G (t = u; v) do
begin
5. Lu; t :=Lu; t − {v}; Lt;u:=Lt;u − {v};
6. Lv; t :=Lv; t − {u}; Lt;v:=Lt;v − {u};
end
end;
7. if (all the lists Lx;y are empty), then return TRUE
else return FALSE.
Dahlhaus et al. conjecture that this algorithm recognizes domination graphs, that is, the
answer is TRUE if and only if the graph is a domination graph. They show the “only
if” part:
Theorem 1. If the algorithm Domination-Test returns TRUE then the graph G is a
domination graph.
and propose the “if part” as a conjecture:
Conjecture 1. If G is a domination graph; then the algorithm Domination-Test returns
TRUE.
Equivalently, if G is a domination graph, then all the lists Lx;y in the algorithm
become empty.
The main result of this note is a counterexample showing that the algorithm described
above may halt without all lists being empty, even if the input is a domination graph.
2. A counterexample
To understand how a counterexample can be created, we feel that it is useful to
outline the idea behind the algorithm Domination-Test, and to point out a local con-
;guration which could cause an erroneous answer.
The algorithm looks for an empty list Lu;v; when such a list is found, u and v cannot
both be in an induced subgraph without dominations (since u would be dominated
by v). A rigorous test of the domination in G should continue by considering both
the graphs G − u and G − v, and recursively testing (in the same way) if they are
domination graphs or not. Such a test would need exponential time, therefore the
algorithm Domination-Test attempts to deal partially with subgraphs containing u and
v, but records the necessary changes on the lists. In this way, none of the lists Lu; t ; Lt;u
(for each t = u; v) is allowed to contain v (see steps 5, 6 in the algorithm), meaning
that these lists concern only subgraphs in which u exists but v does not. The similar
statement holds for the lists Lv; t ; Lt; v.
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This partial processing consciously ignores more complex interactions of lists in-
volving u and v. The search for a counterexample comes from examining one of these
more complex interactions; if Lu;v is empty, there could be lists Lw;x containing only
u, and Ly;z containing only v. Assume that Lu;v is the only empty list in G, and that
removing v or u from some lists according to steps 5, 6 in the algorithm yields no other
empty list. Then the algorithm will stop giving answer FALSE since non-empty lists
exist; but this answer could be wrong, since both G−u and G−v could be domination
graphs (they both have dominated vertices w and y, respectively; their proper induced
subgraphs could have dominated vertices too).
This is the form of counterexample we want to get. We ;rst need a domination graph
with exactly one dominated vertex, which we build starting with Hayward’s graph G0
described above.
Example 1. The graph G1 = G0 − x2 is a domination graph with only one dominated
vertex, x1.
Hayward [10] shows that G0 is not a domination graph, but he does not show that
this is a minimal non-domination graph. Thus we cannot immediately deduce that G1
is a domination graph, and it is not reasonable to successively consider each induced
subgraph, in order to show it has a dominated vertex. We took advantage of Theorem 1,
by applying the algorithm Domination-Test to G1 and getting the answer TRUE. We
deduced that G1 is a domination graph.
Furthermore, it is easy to test (by analyzing all vertices one by one) that the only
dominated vertex in G1 is x1. It is dominated by x0 and y4.
Note that Example 1 shows a diPerence between domination graphs and chordal
graphs; it is well known [4] that every chordal graph with at least two vertices has
at least two simplicial vertices. This is shown using lexicographic breadth ;rst search
(abbreviated LexBFS) which ;nds special vertices in many classes of graphs, but which
can always be applied twice to obtain two special vertices (in a graph with at least two
vertices). Therefore we can ;nd, using LexBFS, two simplicial vertices in a chordal
graph [12], and two dominated vertices in HC-free graphs [3]. On the contrary, we
cannot ;nd two dominated vertices in an arbitrary domination graph, since domination
graphs exist with only one dominated vertex; G1 is such an example.
Example 1 also allows us to create an in;nite number of minimal weakly chordal
graphs which are not domination graphs; previously, the only known graph of this type
was G0. For example, we can make two copies of G1, and join the two dominated ver-
tices of each copy by an induced path of any length. Using algorithm Domination-Test
and Theorem 1, we can test that these graphs are minimal non-domination graphs.
We are now ready to create our main counterexample.
Counterexample 2. De;ne the 44 vertex graph G2 as follows. Create two copies of
G1, and identify the two copies of vertex x1 with each other, and identify the two
copies of vertex y4 with each other.
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We denote by x0; x1; x3; : : : ; x11; y0; y1; : : : ; y11 the vertices of one copy of G1, and
by x′0; x
′
1; x
′
3; : : : ; x
′
11; y
′
0; y
′
1; : : : ; y
′
11 the vertices of the other copy (such that x1 =x
′
1 and
y4 = y′4).
As we noted above, the only dominated vertex in G1 is x1. It is dominated, in G1,
by x0 and y4. Then, in G2, x1 (which is identical to x′1) is dominated by y4 (which is
identical to y′4), but is no longer dominated by x0 (because of y
′
7, for instance). Then
x1; y4 play, respectively, the roles of u; v in the discussion above of a possible Qaw in
the algorithm Domination-Test. The roles of w; x are played, respectively, by x0; y0,
while the roles of y; z are played, respectively, by x6; y3. Indeed, we have Lx0 ;y0 ={x1}
and Lx6 ;y3 = {y4}.
Theorem 2. The algorithm Domination-Test fails to recognize G2 as a domination
graph. Therefore, Conjecture 1 is false.
Proof. Let us ;rst notice that the algorithm will answer FALSE. At the beginning of
the execution, the only dominated vertex is x1, and it is dominated only by y4. Then
Lx1 ;y4 is the only empty list.
None of the lists Lt;x1 (for each t = x1; y4) becomes empty during step 5 of the
algorithm, since every vertex t (except for x0; x′0) has some neighbor xi or x
′
i with
i¿3 (so that Lt;x1 = ∅). For x0 we have y0 ∈ Lx0 ; x1 (and the similar statement for x′0).
Moreover, none of the lists Lx1 ; t (for each t = x1; y4) becomes empty during step 5
of the algorithm, because of the neighbors of x1 in the other (with respect to t) copy
of G1.
The only two lists which become empty during the step 6 are Lx0 ;y4 and Lx′0 ;y4 . The
lists Lt;y4 (t = x1; y4; x0; x′0) are non-empty because each t is either adjacent to one of
y3; y5; y′3; y
′
5 (if t = x4; x5; x′4; x′5), or to one of x4; x5; x′4; x′5 (in the contrary case).
Furthermore, none of the lists Ly4 ; t (for each t = x1; y4) becomes empty because of
the neighbors of y4 in the other (with respect to t) copy of G1.
At the end of the ;rst execution of the while loop, we have two unprocessed empty
lists, Lx0 ;y4 and Lx′0 ;y4 . Without loss of generality, we consider Lx0 ;y4 and notice, as
before, that none of the lists Lt;x0 ; Lx0 ; t ; Lt;y4 ; Ly4 ; t (with t = x0; y4) becomes empty, so
by symmetry the similar aJrmation holds when we consider Lx′0 ;y4 .
We deduce that the algorithm stops when non-empty lists exist, so it returns FALSE.
However, G2 is a domination graph, since the algorithm Domination-Test runs to
completion on the 43 vertex graphs formed by deleting x1 or y4, and any induced
subgraph containing both x1 and y4 contains a dominated vertex.
3. Containment relationships between classes
In this section, we discuss some containment relationships between domination graphs
and other graph classes. We ;rst discuss the main inclusion, which involves domination
graphs and a class of totally decomposable graphs. Then, we extend this relationship by
showing that domination graphs strictly contain trapezoid graphs as well as tolerance
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graphs, and that the class of totally decomposable graphs is strictly contained in the
class of weakly chordal graphs.
3.1. Domination graphs and the generalized-join
Let 2K2 be the graph with four vertices and two vertex-disjoint edges.
A graph G is generalized-join decomposable [11] if there is a partition of the ver-
tices in V into V1 and V2 such that |V1|; |V2|¿ 1, and the bipartite graph formed by
including only edges which go between V1 and V2 does not contain 2K2 as an induced
subgraph. We proved in [13] that deciding whether a given graph G is generalized-join
decomposable is an NP-complete problem.
When not only the graph, but each of its induced subgraphs with at least four ver-
tices is generalized-join decomposable, the graph is called totally decomposable with
respect to the generalized-join decomposition. Generalized-joins and totally decompos-
able graphs with respect to generalized-join decomposition are closely related to the
notion of domination and to domination graphs.
To see this, note that generalized-joins with exactly two vertices on one side of the
partition correspond exactly to pairs of vertices with neighborhood domination. We
can compare this property to the one we obtain for the join (or split) decomposition
[2], de;ned by the property that the edges which go between V1 and V2 must form a
complete bipartite graph. For the case of the join decomposition, joins with exactly two
vertices on one side correspond to twin vertices (i.e. vertices x; y with N (x)− {y}=
N (y) − {x}), or to a vertex of degree 1 and its neighbor. Hammer and MaPray [9]
show that totally decomposable graphs with respect to join decomposition can always
be decomposed by these two vertex splits, which implies an equivalence to distance
hereditary graphs (i.e., graphs in which for every pair x; y of vertices, all chordless
paths from x to y have the same length).
If we try to ;nd the corresponding theorem for the generalized-join decomposi-
tion, we obtain the following statement: totally decomposable graphs with respect to
generalized-join decomposition can always be decomposed with exactly two vertices
on one side of the partition. Equivalently, totally decomposable graphs with respect to
generalized-join decomposition are exactly the domination graphs. Unfortunately, this
statement is not true, as shown by the following counterexample.
Counterexample 3. Let G3 be created by making two copies of G1, and connecting
the two copies of x1 by an edge.
The graph G3 is not a domination graph; no vertex is dominated in G3, since x1
was the only dominated vertex in G1 and it is not dominated in G3. However, G3
is totally decomposable; every subgraph with at least two vertices from each copy is
decomposable into the two subgraphs corresponding to the copies; and every subgraph
from a single copy is a domination graph and thus decomposable using the two vertices
with a domination relation on one side of the partition. Furthermore, if a subgraph
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contains exactly one vertex z from a ;xed copy of G1, then a valid decomposition can
be found by placing z in V1, together with: either the copy of x1 from the other copy
of G1 (if this copy of x1 is in the subgraph); or any other vertex of the subgraph (in
the contrary case).
We deduce that domination graphs are a strict subclass of the totally decomposable
graphs with respect to generalized-join.
3.2. Trapezoid graphs
Some known classes of weakly chordal graphs have already been shown to contain
only domination graphs. This is the case for brittle graphs [3] and for (house, hole)-free
graphs [3]. In this section, we add trapezoid graphs (and thus, for example, permutation
graphs) to this list; trapezoid graphs are not contained in any of the classes above. A
graph G is a trapezoid graph if G is the intersection graph of trapezoids with all
endpoints on two parallel lines.
Theorem 3. Every trapezoid graph is a domination graph.
Proof. It suJces to show that every trapezoid graph G has a pair of vertices with the
neighborhood domination property, since every induced subgraph of a trapezoid graph
is a trapezoid graph.
Consider a trapezoid model for G with every endpoint on the lines L1; L2. Let l1(x)
be the position of the left endpoint of x on L1, and r1(x) be the position of the right
endpoint of x on L1; l2(x) and r2(x) are the positions of x on L2.
Choose the nonadjacent pair of vertices x, y with x to the left of y such that the
pair (l1(y); r1(x)) is lexicographically smallest. We show that either x is dominated by
y, or we can ;nd another pair with the neighborhood domination property.
Suppose that x is not dominated by y, i.e. there is a vertex w which is a neighbor
of x but not of y. Since (l1(y); r1(x)) was chosen to be lexicographically smallest, we
have r1(x)¡r1(w)¡l1(y). Every vertex z with the property l1(z)¡l1(y) must be
adjacent to x, or z would have been chosen instead of y. Thus, if w is not dominated
by x, there is a z with l1(z)¿l1(y) such that z is adjacent to w but not x; this can
only happen if r2(x)¡l2(z)¡r2(w).
Since r1(w)¿r1(x) and r2(w)¿r2(x), any neighbor of x but not w is to the left
of w. There can be no such neighbor u, since (l1(w); r1(u)) ¡ (l1(y); r1(x)) in lex-
icographic order; thus, some pair of vertices in G have the neighborhood domination
property.
To see that trapezoid graphs are strictly included in the class of domination graphs,
consider the seven vertex bipartite graph B with one central vertex v, and three dis-
tinct paths with two edges emanating from v. The graph B is clearly a domination
graph. On the other hand, the complement of B has no transitive orientation (see Gal-
lai’s characterization of forbidden subgraphs for comparability graphs [6]), while the
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complement of every trapezoid graph has a transitive orientation (consider a left to
right ordering of nonadjacent trapezoids).
3.3. Tolerance graphs
This section shows that tolerance graphs [7] are contained in the class of domination
graphs.
Given a set V of vertices, a ;nite collection I={Ix: x ∈ V} of closed intervals on a
line, and a set of positive numbers (called tolerances) t={tx: x ∈ V}, then GI; t=(V; E)
is the graph with xy ∈ E if and only if |Ix∩ Iy|¿min {tx; ty} (where |I | is the length of
the interval I). A graph G=(V; E) is a tolerance graph if there exists a ;nite interval
collection I and a tolerance function t on V such that G = GI; t . Moreover, G is a
bounded tolerance graph if G is a tolerance graph (given by (I; t)) and tx6|Ix| for
every x in V . A vertex x with tx6|Ix| is said to have bounded tolerance, while other
vertices have unbounded tolerance. Notice that a vertex with unbounded tolerance has
only neighbors with bounded tolerance.
Note that tolerance graphs with all tx = 0 are exactly the interval graphs, and that
by a theorem in [5] tolerance graphs with all tx = |Ix| are exactly the permutation
graphs. It is known that every bounded tolerance graph is a trapezoid graph [1], so
we can conclude that every bounded tolerance graph is a domination graph. However,
general tolerance graphs are not contained in trapezoid graphs, though they are weakly
chordal [8].
Let l(y) and r(y) correspond to the left and right of Iy in a tolerance representation.
Our proof that every tolerance graph is a domination graph is similar to the proof
that every trapezoid graph is a domination graph, but we must treat intervals with
unbounded tolerance separately.
Theorem 4. Every tolerance graph is a domination graph.
Proof. Since tolerance graphs are hereditary, it suJces to show that every tolerance
graph contains a pair x; y with the neighborhood domination property.
Consider any tolerance representation for G. If there are no unbounded tolerance
intervals, G is a trapezoid graph, and we are done. We may assume that there is some
pair of nonadjacent bounded tolerance vertices, or every unbounded tolerance vertex
is dominated by every bounded tolerance vertex (some bounded tolerance vertex must
exist, otherwise the graph is edgeless and the theorem is proved).
Choose a nonadjacent pair of bounded tolerance vertices x; y such that the right
endpoint of y is to the right of the right endpoint of x, and the ordered pair (l(y) +
t(y); r(x)) is lexicographically as small as possible.
First, note that any unbounded vertex u such that r(u)¡l(y) + t(y) is dominated
by x; x is adjacent to all bounded vertices z with l(z) + t(z)¡l(y) + t(y) (otherwise
the pair x; y was not chosen as described); u is nonadjacent to all unbounded vertices,
and u would not be adjacent to any vertex z with l(z) + t(z)¿l(y) + t(y).
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If there are no dominated vertices, there must be some w adjacent to x but not y;
w must be bounded, and have right endpoint less than l(y) + t(y). We claim that the
vertex from w; x with smaller value of r(w) − t(w); r(x) − t(x) is dominated by the
other.
First, consider adjacencies between w; x and bounded vertices. Any bounded vertex
b with l(b) + t(b)¡l(y) + t(y) is adjacent to both x and w. Any other adjacent
bounded vertex b must cross the right endpoint of whichever of w; x it is adjacent to.
The adjacency must come from having an intersection which surpasses the tolerance
for w and=or x, since the overlap cannot reach the tolerance of b (intuitively, b has
greater tolerance for a vertex coming from the left of both b and y than y has).
Similarly, if there are no dominations, any unbounded vertex adjacency to w or
x crosses the right endpoint of the adjacent vertex, and the adjacency must come
from exceeding the threshold for w or x. Therefore, adjacency depends exclusively on
whether these vertices cross r(w)− t(w) and=or r(x)− t(x); whichever of these values
is smaller will be dominated by the other.
To prove that tolerance graphs are strictly included in domination graphs, we refer
to [7] for examples of chordal graphs (and thus domination graphs) which are not
tolerance graphs.
3.4. Indecomposability of Hayward’s graph
As proved above, trapezoid and tolerance graphs are included in (but not identical
to) domination graphs, while domination graphs are included in (but not identical
to) totally decomposable graphs with respect to generalized-join decomposition. We
now consider the relationship between this last class of graphs and weakly chordal
graphs.
Let us see that totally decomposable graphs with respect to generalized-join de-
composition are weakly chordal graphs. Indeed, as the generalized-join is autocom-
plementary, it is suJcient to show that chordless cycles of length ;ve or more are
not decomposable. Let C: c1; c2; : : : ; ck be such a cycle and call a segment of C every
maximal set of successive vertices along the cycle, such that all the vertices are on the
same side. Now, the cycle cannot have two segments ci; ci+1; : : : ; cj and ck ; ck+1; : : : ; cl
in V1 since the edges (cj; cj+1) and (cl; cl+1) violate the 2K2-free condition. If it has
only one segment ci; : : : ; cj in V1, then j= i or else (ci−1; ci) and (cj; cj+1) give a 2K2.
But in the case j = i, the decomposition is not valid since V1 has only one vertex.
We will show below that the graph G0 (which is weakly chordal) is not decompos-
able. Thus, the totally decomposable graphs with respect to generalized-join lie strictly
between domination graphs and weakly chordal graphs.
Theorem 5. Hayward’s graph G0 cannot be decomposed by the generalized-join
decomposition.
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Proof. Let us notice that
(1) there is no decomposition of G0 with exactly two vertices on one side.
Clearly, in the contrary case the two vertices would have the neighborhood domina-
tion property, and we know (see Section 1) that this graph is weakly chordal but has
no dominated vertex.
In the rest of the paper, all indices are taken modulo 12. We ;rst show that for
every index i ∈ {0; 1; 2; 3}:
(2) in every decomposition A; B of G0 with x3i in A and x3i+1 in B, the vertex y3i
is in B.
For reasons of symmetry, it is suJcient to prove the case i = 0. Suppose we have
a decomposition with x0 in A; x1 in B, and assume by contradiction that y0 is in A.
The vertices y2; y3; y5; y9 and x4; x5; x6; x8 are forced to be in A to avoid a 2K2 with
x0; y0 and x1. We are then forced to add the following vertices to A: x3; x7 (forced
by x0; x1; y2), y1; x9; x11 (forced by x0; x1; y3), x10 (forced by x0; x1; y5). We then must
put y10 into A (forced by y0; y9; x1) and y11 into A (forced by y0; y10; x1).
The remaining vertices to be placed in A or B are x2; y4; y6; y7; y8.
Case 1: Assume y6 is in A.
The vertex x2 must be in A (forced by x0; y6; x1), thus forcing y4 into A (by
x2; y1; x1). Placing both y7 and y8 in B creates a 2K2 x3; y6; y7; y8; if only one of
y7; y8 is placed in B, then we have a contradiction to (1). Thus, we do not have a
valid partition, since only one vertex is left in B.
Case 2: y6 is in B.
Vertex y7 must be in B (forced by x6; y6; x1); this creates a 2K2 x6; y6; x3; y7, a
contradiction.
We deduce that (2) holds. We also have for every index i ∈ {0; 1; 2; 3}:
(3) there is no decomposition A; B of G0 with x3i in A and x3i+1 in B.
As before, it is suJcient to treat the case i = 0. By contradiction, we assume there
exists a decomposition A; B of G0 with x0 in A and x1 in B. Then, by (2), y0 is in B.
We distinguish two cases:
Case 1: x2 is in A.
The vertices x4; y3 must be in B to avoid a 2K2 with x2; x1; y0, while the vertex y9
must be in A to avoid a 2K2 with x0; x2; y0. Furthermore, y10 must be in A to avoid
the 2K2 y9; x2; y10; y0, and x9 must be in A to avoid a 2K2 with y9; y10; x4. This creates
a 2K2 given by x0; x9; y0; y3.
Case 2: x2 is in B.
The vertex y6 must be in B, to avoid the 2K2 x0; y6; x1; x2. We must add y7 to B
to avoid the 2K2 x0; y7; x2; y6, and y8 to B to avoid the 2K2 x0; y8; x2; y7. Now, two
subcases could occur:
Case 2.1: y1 is in B.
The vertices x3; x4; : : : ; x9 and y3; y4; y5 are forced into B to avoid a 2K2 with
x0; x1; y1. Then, the vertices y2 and x11 must be in B because of x0; x1; y3. The vertex
x10 is forced into B by x0; x1; x11. If y10 is in A, y11 must be in A to avoid a 2K2 with
x0; y10; y1, and y9 is forced into A by y11; y10; y9; x6; this creates a 2K2 y9; y11; x4; x9,
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so y10 must be in B. This forces both y9 and y11 into B to avoid a 2K2 with
x0; y10; y1.
We now have all but one vertex forced into B, so this case cannot occur in a valid
decomposition.
Case 2.2: y1 is in A.
In this case we make a more complex form of argument. First, note that any valid
decomposition of G is also a valid decomposition of the complement. Second, G0 is
self-complementary, as noted by Hayward [10]; the isomorphism maps each xi (from
G0) to y′i (from G0) and each yi (from G0) to x
′
i+3 (mod 12) (from G0).
Thus, if y1 is in A, there is a decomposition of G0 with its vertices x′3 and x
′
4
(corresponding to y0 and y1 in G) on diPerent sides, which means, by (2) applied to
G0 with i = 1, that y′3 (i.e. x3 in G) must be on the same side as x
′
4 (i.e. y1 in G).
Translating back to G, we may deduce that x3 must be in A if y1 is in A.
Vertex x6 is forced into B by x3; y6; y7. We now have a 2K2 given by x0; y1; x1; x6,
so this case cannot occur.
Thus, we can conclude that (3) is true, that is, x3i and x3i+1 must be on the same
side of the partition in any valid decomposition of G0.
We show now that for each index i ∈ {0; 1; 2; 3}:
(4) in every decomposition A; B with x3i in A and y3i in B, the vertices x3i+7; x3i+9
are in B and y3i+9 is in A.
Indeed, by (3), we can assume that x3i+1 is in A, while y3i+1 is in B. Now, the
vertices x3i+7; x3i+9 must be in B to avoid a 2K2 with x3i ; y3i ; y3i+1, and y3i+9 is forced
into A to avoid a 2K2 with x3i ; x3i+1; y3i.
Furthermore, for each index i ∈ {0; 1; 2; 3} we have:
(5) there is no decomposition A; B with x3i in A and y3i in B.
By contradiction, assume such a decomposition exists. By (4), we have that x3i+7; x3i+9
are in B, while y3i+9 is in A.
From (4), applied to the decomposition B; A with x3(i+3) in B and y3(i+3) in A, we
deduce that x3i+7+9; x3i+9+9 are in A and y3i+9+9 is in B.
Obviously, x3i+7+9 = x3i+4 (mod 12); x3i+9+9 = x3i+6 (mod 12) and y3i+9+9 = y3i+6 (mod 12).
But if x3i+6 is in A, then by (3) the vertex x3i+7 is in A too, and this contradicts the
property that x3i+7 is already in B.
Thus (5) holds. Moreover, since G0 is auto-complementary with the isomorphism
which maps each xj (from G0) to y′j (from G0) and yj (from G0) to xj+3 (from G0),
we deduce (from (5) applied to the complement of G0) that y3i−3 and x3i are on the
same side of the partition for each i.
Thus, by (3) and (5) we may assume that all vertices except x2; x5; x8; x11; y2; y5; y8;
y11 are in A.
For any pair of vertices u; v which are both of the form x3i+2, we can ;nd a vertex
of A which is adjacent to u but not v, and another one adjacent to v but not u; thus,
at most one vertex of the form x3i+2 is in B. Similarly, for any pair of vertices u; v
which are both of the form y3i+2, there is a vertex of A adjacent to u and not v and
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another one adjacent to v and not u; thus, only one vertex of this form is in B. Thus,
the only possible decomposition has two vertices in B; this contradicts (1).
This theorem shows that the class of totally decomposable graphs with respect to
generalized join is strictly included in weakly chordal graphs, and strictly contains
domination graphs.
4. Conclusion and open problems
When domination graphs were introduced [10], they seemed to be, with respect to
inclusion, a class very close to that of weakly chordal graphs. The smallest example
of weakly chordal graph which is not a domination graph was G0 and had 24 vertices.
In this paper, we de;ned a class which lies strictly between the two classes below,
and which is therefore closer to the class of weakly chordal graphs than the class
of domination graphs. We did not ;nd an example smaller than G0, but we built an
in;nity of minimal (with respect to inclusion) weakly chordal graphs which are not
domination graphs.
The problem of recognizing domination graph in polynomial time is still open. The
algorithm Domination-Test proposed by Dahlhaus et al. [3] does not recognize domina-
tion graphs, as shown by the counterexample G2. We also have a new open question:
can the larger class of totally decomposable graphs with respect to generalized-join be
recognized in polynomial time?
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